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Abstract Inversion methods that build on multiple-point statistics tools offer the possibility to obtain model realizations that are not only in agreement with field data, but also with conceptual geological models that are represented by training images. A recent inversion approach based on patch-based geostatistical resimulation using graph cuts outperforms state-of-the-art multiple-point statistics methods when applied to synthetic inversion examples featuring continuous and discontinuous property fields. Applications of multiple-point statistics tools to field data are challenging due to inevitable discrepancies between actual subsurface structure and the assumptions made in deriving the training image. We introduce several amendments to the original graph cut inversion algorithm and present a first-ever field application by addressing porosity estimation at the Boise Hydrogeophysical Research Site, Boise, Idaho. We consider both a classical multi-Gaussian and an outcrop-based prior model (training image) that are in agreement with available porosity data. When conditioning to available crosshole ground-penetrating radar data using Markov chain Monte Carlo, we find that the posterior realizations honor overall both the characteristics of the prior models and the geophysical data. The porosity field is inverted jointly with the measurement error and the petrophysical parameters that link dielectric permittivity to porosity. Even though the multi-Gaussian prior model leads to posterior realizations with higher likelihoods, the outcrop-based prior model shows better convergence. In addition, it offers geologically more realistic posterior realizations and it better preserves the full porosity range of the prior.

1. Introduction

Since the advent of inverse modeling in hydrogeology [Kitanidis and Vomvoris, 1983; Carrera and Neuman, 1986], many geostatistical approaches have been developed and compared [Zimmerman et al., 1998; Hendricks Franssen et al., 2009]. Among them, the quasi-linear inversion method [Kitanidis, 1995], pilot points methodologies [Certes and de Marsily, 1991; RamaRao et al., 1995], ensemble Kalman filters [Houtekamer and Mitchell, 1998; Hendricks Franssen and Kinzelbach, 2008], and the gradual deformation method [Hu, 2000] rely on the use of multi-Gaussian random fields. Such representations of geological properties are not always the most appropriate when considering flow and transport applications [Gómez-Hernández and Wen, 1998; Journel and Zhang, 2006]. Normal score transformation ensures Gaussianity [Zhou et al., 2011], but not multi-Gaussianity. More generally, multi-Gaussian fields involve latent assumptions of minimal connectivity of the extreme values, leading to systematic underestimations in contaminant transport simulations [Zinn and Harvey, 2003; Schlüter and Vogel, 2011]. When model parameters describe subsurface property fields with complex connectivity patterns, then multiple-point statistics (MPS) [Guardiano and Srivastava, 1993] usually allows for a better characterization of structures than those based on first and second-order moments only (e.g., histogram and semivariogram) [Journel and Zhang, 2006; Hu and Chugunov, 2008].

Alternative inversion approaches such as the probability perturbation method [Caers and Hoffman, 2006] or iterative spatial resampling [Alcolea and Renard, 2010; Mariethoz et al., 2010a] allow for considering more realistic geological conceptual models within the inversion framework. These methods are compatible with the use of training images (TI), which describe the MPS of a conceptual random field and allow a realistic representation of geological properties (e.g., connectivity and contrasts). Hermans et al. [2015] propose an MPS inversion approach applied to real data, following what they refer to as a Popper-Bayes top-down approach. It starts by reducing the prior conceptual model uncertainty by using soft data conditioning (e.g.,...
summary statistics based on electrical resistivity tomography) and continues with a stochastic search, based on applying the probability perturbation method to invert for the hydrogeological properties while honoring hard data conditioning (e.g., porosity or hydraulic conductivity measured in boreholes). Yet repeated geostatistical resimulation makes these types of algorithms very costly. In their review, Linde et al. [2015a] highlight that there are very few field applications of MPS-based inversion that impose strong geological realism. Another possibility is to simulate MPS realizations conditionally to soft data (e.g., a tomogram derived from geophysical data) [Lochbühler et al., 2013; Linde et al., 2015b; Straubhaar et al., 2016], but then there is no guarantee that the conditional realizations strictly honor the underlying data (e.g., the geophysical data used to construct the tomogram).

Since their conceptual introduction [Guardiano and Srivastava, 1993] and their first practical implementation [Strebelle, 2002], MPS techniques have known many developments [Renard and Mariethoz, 2014]. After first being limited to the simulation of categorical variables, they were extended to the simulation of continuous variables [Mariethoz et al., 2010a]. Nonstationarity in the TI or in the simulation grid can be overcome by using auxiliary variables [Chugunova and Hu, 2008; de Vries et al., 2009; Pirot et al., 2014]. Working with transformed variables allows preserving the continuity of complex structures such as meandering channels [Mariethoz et al., 2014]. More recently, inspired from texture synthesis algorithm [Mariethoz and Lefebvre, 2014], MPS algorithms have developed from pixel-wise sequential simulations toward patch-based approaches [Rezaee et al., 2013; Mahmud et al., 2014], which greatly decrease the computing costs. An important aspect related to MPS algorithms is that the prior model is not given by the TI, but by the ensemble of MPS realizations that can be produced by a combination of a specific MPS algorithm with a set of parameters and TIs.

Modern Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms, such as the popular DREAM suite of algorithms [e.g., Vrugt et al., 2008; Laloy and Vrugt, 2012; Vrugt, 2016], have opened the door to fully probabilistic hydrogeological inversion in comparatively high parameter dimensions (hundreds of model parameters). These algorithms are very powerful when the prior probability density function (pdf) is described by uncorrelated model parameters. By using appropriate model parameterizations (e.g., wavelets, discrete cosine transforms, or Fourier transforms), it is possible to define an uncorrelated prior parameter field in a transformed domain that yields spatially correlated hydrogeological property fields in the Cartesian domain (e.g., multi-Gaussian) [Laloy et al., 2015]. However, such algorithms rely fundamentally on a mathematically defined prior pdf. In practice, it is often impossible to define explicit prior pdfs that enable geologically realistic subsurface realizations. In such cases, it is necessary to choose between mathematically elegant prior pdfs that are a simplified and sometimes sketchy representation of the subsurface geology, or to define the prior implicitly by relying on TIs and MPS [e.g., Strebelle, 2002; Hu and Chugunova, 2008; Mariethoz and Caers, 2014]. Presently, the extended Metropolis algorithm [Mosegaard and Tarantola, 1995] is the only published approach to probabilistic inversion with TIs [e.g., Hansen et al., 2012; Mariethoz et al., 2010a; Ruggeri et al., 2015]. This is not to say that this is the most efficient algorithm possible, but it represents the present state of the art. Possible strategies to define and sample prior pdfs in hydrogeological and geophysical inversion were recently reviewed by Linde et al. [2015a].

Zahner et al. [2016] combined the computational advantages of patch-based MPS algorithms with the extended Metropolis algorithm to enable sampling the posterior pdf in the context of MPS. The MPS model proposal mechanism consists in optimally merging a part of the current model realization with a piece of the TI. Discrepancies occurring at the boundaries between the two complementary parts are minimized using the graph cut algorithm developed by Boykov et al. [2001]. The algorithm proposed by Zahner et al. [2016] performs very well on synthetic test cases with a speedup of about 40 compared to pixel-based resampling alternatives. However, high performance on synthetic test cases does not necessarily imply practical applicability for real cases. First, the TI describing the conceptual random field cannot match reality to perfection. Second, physical simulation (forward) models are simplifications of physical processes. The main challenges are thus (1) to propose a conceptual random field that is compatible with the data to match and with auxiliary field observations and (2) to parameterize the inverse problem such that the MCMC algorithm converges within a reasonable computing time.

In this paper, we propose a workflow that addresses the challenges associated with graph cut inversion for field applications and illustrate it with an application to the Boise Hydrogeophysical Research Site (BHRS), Idaho, USA. In the presented application, the porosity field, the petrophysical parameters and the standard deviation of the data measurement errors are inverted jointly. Section 2 recalls the graph cut algorithm by
Zahner et al. (2016). Section 3 presents the BHRS field data. It starts with a description of how geological properties are captured in the prior and is followed by a presentation of the data to match and the underlying physical processes. Then, section 4 develops the proposed workflow to build a compatible prior in three steps: first, by designing two TIs, we suggest two alternative conceptual models; second, we introduce some modifications to the graph cut inversion algorithm that are needed to avoid inversion artifacts; third, we propose a method to calibrate the algorithmic parameters prior to the inversion. Section 5 displays the inversion results and a convergence analysis. Section 6 discusses our findings and highlights the methods potential within the field of hydrogeology.

2. Probabilistic Inversion With Graph Cuts

2.1. General Formulation

We employ the newly developed Bayesian inversion method by Zahner et al. (2016). The model parameters $\mathbf{m}$ are characterized by a prior pdf $p(\mathbf{m})$. The observed data, denoted by $\mathbf{d}$, are compared to simulated forward responses $g(\mathbf{m})$. The posterior pdf $p(\mathbf{m}|\mathbf{d})$ of the model parameters conditional on the data is inferred from Bayes theorem [Tarantola and Valette, 1982]

$$p(\mathbf{m}|\mathbf{d}) = \frac{p(\mathbf{d}|\mathbf{m})p(\mathbf{m})}{p(\mathbf{d})}, \quad (1)$$

where $p(\mathbf{d}|\mathbf{m})$ denotes the likelihood $L(\mathbf{m})$ and $p(\mathbf{d})$ is the evidence. In the method of Zahner et al. (2016), the evidence is an unknown constant and only the two terms in the numerator of equation (1) are considered and needed to solve the parameter inference problem.

MCMC methods sample model realizations proportionally to their posterior probability by performing a random walk through the parameter space [e.g., Sambridge and Mosegaard, 2002; Robert and Casella, 2013]. At each step of the walk, the current model realization $\mathbf{m}_{\text{cur}}$ is slightly perturbed by a model proposal step that produces a model proposal $\mathbf{m}_{\text{prop}}$. Then, either the current model is kept or the model proposal is accepted. In the Metropolis algorithm [Metropolis and Ulam, 1949], a symmetric proposal distribution is used and the probability to accept the proposed model is

$$P_{\text{acc}} = \min \left(1, \frac{p(\mathbf{d}|\mathbf{m}_{\text{prop}}); p(\mathbf{m}_{\text{prop}})}{p(\mathbf{d}|\mathbf{m}_{\text{cur}}); p(\mathbf{m}_{\text{cur}})} \right). \quad (2)$$

If the model proposals are drawn according to the prior pdf, which is the case for the algorithm by Zahner et al. (2016), then the algorithm is an extended Metropolis algorithm [Mosegaard and Tarantola, 1995], and the acceptance probability of the model proposal can be calculated without considering the prior probability

$$P_{\text{acc}} = \min \left(1, \frac{p(\mathbf{d}|\mathbf{m}_{\text{prop}})}{p(\mathbf{d}|\mathbf{m}_{\text{cur}})} \right) = \min \left(1, \frac{L(\mathbf{m}_{\text{prop}})}{L(\mathbf{m}_{\text{cur}})} \right). \quad (3)$$

The initial phase of the MCMC run corresponds to the burn-in phase. The end of the burn-in is often defined in relation to when the Markov chains start to oscillate around a constant likelihood or posterior probability. After the burn-in phase, the MCMC algorithm explores and samples the posterior pdf. MCMC algorithms are often tuned to ensure an appropriate acceptance rate $\alpha$, defined as the fraction of accepted model proposals. A classical target value in high dimensions is often 23% [Roberts and Rosenthal, 2001; Xu et al., 2006; Hansen et al., 2012], while acceptance rates as low as 3% have allowed for good posterior inference [Efendiev et al., 2005].

In MPS-based MCMC algorithms, the prior is sampled by running the algorithm and accepting all model proposals. The prior realizations thus obtained present very similar MPS characteristics to those of the TI used by the algorithm. Nevertheless, we emphasize that the actual prior is not the TI, but the results of the MPS-based MCMC algorithm in the absence of data for a given set of algorithmic parameters and TI used. The quality and geological realism of the prior is best appreciated using the movie strategy proposed by Tarantola [2005]. The underlying idea being that emphasis should be placed on obtaining prior realizations that appear geologically reasonable in the eye of experts with prior knowledge about the site characteristics.
2.2. Graph Cut Inversion

The proposal step mechanism by Zahner et al. [2016] (Figure 1) consists in merging two images by an optimal cut, such that the complementary assembled parts do not create artifacts where they overlap, for example, discontinuities that are not present in the TI. The graph cut model proposal mechanism is composed of three steps. Starting with the current spatial model $m_{\text{cur}}$ and a random patch $m_{\text{TI}}$ from the TI that has the same size as $m_{\text{cur}}$ (Figure 1A), a cost image $\delta$ is computed as the absolute value of the difference between the two images (spatial models): $\delta = |m_{\text{cur}} - m_{\text{TI}}|$ (Figure 1, panel 1). Regions where the cost $\delta$ is greater than...
the mean of the cost image $\bar{c}$ are defined as possible terminals; two of them that have a similar size, the source $s$ (blue) and the sink $t$ (green), are randomly selected (Figure 1, panel 2). Finally, the trajectory (Figure 1C) of an optimal cut separating $s$ and $t$ is computed using the highly efficient min-cut/max-flow algorithm developed by Boykov et al. [2001]. This cut defines the size and shape of the patch $m_{\text{patch}}$ that is copied from $m_{\text{TI}}$ and pasted onto $m_{\text{cur}}$ (Figure 1C, panel 3) to form $m_{\text{prop}}$ (Figure 1D).

The likelihood is computed by comparing the simulated forward response $g(m)$ with the field data $d$. We assume that the measurement data errors denoted by $\varepsilon$ follow an exponential distribution, which is more robust with respect to possible outliers than a Gaussian distribution [Claerbout and Muir, 1973]. We further assume that they are independent, have a zero mean and a constant mean deviation $\sigma$. Under these assumptions the likelihood function $L$ is given by [Tarantola, 2005]

$$L(m) = \frac{1}{2^N \pi \sigma^N} \exp \left( -\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \left| g_i(m) - d_i \right|^2}{\sigma^2} \right),$$

where $N$ denotes the number of observations, and subscript $i$ indicates the $i$th observation.

The algorithm proposed by Zahner et al. [2016] is described in Algorithm 1. The model parameters $m$ are initialized by taking a random patch from the TI. This patch has the same size as the simulation domain (this is one reason why the TI must be several times larger than the simulation). The likelihood is computed for the initial state. Then, the algorithm enters a loop, where at each iteration, a new model proposal is made using the graph cut model proposal mechanism. The likelihood of the model proposal is computed (equation (4)) and the model is accepted or rejected according to the acceptance probability (equation (2)). For more details we refer the reader to Zahner et al. [2016].

**Algorithm 1** Extended Metropolis algorithm proposed by Zahner et al. [2016] for inversion with graph cuts

1: Initialize the model parameters by drawing $m_1$ randomly in the TI
2: Compute the likelihood $L(m_1)$ for the initial state (equation (4))
3: Set $k = 1$
4: loop
5: Set $m_{\text{cur}} = m_k$
6: Propose $m_{\text{prop}} = m_{\text{cur}} +$ MPS perturbation based on graph cuts
7: Compute the likelihood $L(m_{\text{prop}})$ for the proposed state (equation (4))
8: Accept $m_{\text{prop}}$ with probability $P_{\text{acc}}$ (equation (3))
9: if $m_{\text{prop}}$ is accepted then
10: $m_{k+1} = m_{\text{prop}}$
11: else
12: $m_{k+1} = m_{\text{cur}}$
13: end if
14: Set $k = k + 1$
15: Stop when the maximum number of iterations is reached
16: end loop

Zahner et al. [2016] demonstrated the efficiency and stability of this algorithm on various synthetic test cases: continuous multi-Gaussian fields, discrete channels and lenses. Applying this method to a real case requires two kinds of data: first, interpreted field observations to build one or more TIs and second, indirect
data such as geophysical or hydrogeological measurements. In addition, an appropriate forward model is required to compute the simulated data for a given model proposal.

3. The Boise Hydrogeophysical Research Site and Geophysical Modeling

The BHRS is located about 15 km southeast of downtown Boise, Idaho, USA, on a gravel bar adjacent to the Boise river (Figure 2A). This braided river aquifer consists of late Quaternary fluvial deposits, dominated by coarse cobble-and-sand over a clay layer situated at about 20 m depth. Over the years, this site has developed into a field laboratory, that is mostly used to test and improve methods to characterize aquifer properties [Barrash and Clemo, 2002] by refining various hydrogeological or geophysical characterization methods such as tracer tests [Hu et al., 2009; Thoma et al., 2014], slug tests and hydraulic tomography [Cardiff et al., 2013a; Hochstetler et al., 2015], oscillatory pumping tests [Cardiff et al., 2013b; Rabinovich et al., 2015], seismic [Moret et al., 2006] and ground penetrating radar (GPR) [Tronicke et al., 2004; Bradford et al., 2009; Dafflon and Barrash, 2012]. The comprehensive testing that has been carried out at the BHRS makes it very suitable for testing new inversion methodologies [Fienen et al., 2008; Dafflon et al., 2009].

Figure 2. Presentation of the BHRS data set: (A) site location, (B) porosity distribution at the site, (C) high-resolution photograph of the outcrop located 2.5 km upstream from the BHRS, (D) velocity derived from deterministic smoothness-constrained inversion of crosshole first-arrival GPR travel time data between wells A1 and B2.
3.1. Geostatistical Analysis of Porosity and Outcrop Data

Barrash and Clemo [2002] performed a three-level hierarchical geostatistical analysis of porosity at the BHRS that was based on 4699 measurements. The first level of analysis considers all porosity values as a global data set. At the second level of analysis, a combination of borehole porosity logs with crosshole GPR reflection profiles is used to classify the subsurface deposits into five units. Units 1–4 are dominated by cobbles and contain some small sand lenses and channels, but their porosity distributions are different, as confirmed by various statistical tests realized by Barrash and Clemo [2002]. Unit 5 is a single unit comprised of a sand-filled erosional channel. In the third level of analysis, unit 4 was decomposed into three subunits according to complementary geological information from an outcrop, as a way to understand the porosity of unit 4 as a sum of three multi-Gaussian porosity distributions. From a sedimentological point of view, units 1–4 are successive layers, deposited on top of each other while unit 5 manifests itself as inclusions within other units. The results of this detailed geostatistical analysis on level I are described in Table 1.

Although the analysis by Barrash and Clemo [2002] describes the detailed two-point statistics of the porosity field, the characterization of geological structures can be enhanced by adapting an MPS framework that integrates analog data such as the outcrop located 2.5 km upstream of the BHRS [Hinz and Bradford, 2010]. The 23.7×12.4m outcrop (Figure 2D) is expected to be representative of the BHRS. The photograph of the outcrop allows capturing two-dimensional characteristic length scales and connectivity patterns of the sand units among the cobbled-dominated units at a high resolution (8.3mm). It is used herein to build a TI of the porosity after appropriate image processing (e.g., adapting the resolution of the picture, correcting light effects, accounting for the porosity distribution) as detailed in section 4.

3.2. Crosshole GPR Data and Forward Geophysical Simulator

Here we consider the crosshole first-arrival GPR travel time data presented by Irving et al. [2007]. The measurements were performed between two wells, labeled A1 and B2, separated by 4 m over a depth range of about 15 m within the saturated zone. The emitter and receiver positions were varied every 0.2 m along the vertical direction. The specified center frequency for the antennas during the survey was 250 MHz. The travel time data considered were limited to raypaths with angles lower than 30° to avoid problems associated with high-angle raypaths [Peterson, 2001].

We performed a deterministic smoothness-constrained inversion from the entire data set of first-arrival travel times. The inversion includes receiver-position-dependent travel time corrections as well as angle-dependent travel time corrections. The velocity field resulting from this deterministic inversion is displayed in Figure 2D for a model discretization of 0.2m × 0.2m.

As the outcrop available to build the TI is only 23.7 m wide by 12.4 m deep, we limit the model domain to a width of 4 m and a depth range of 8 m (between 10 and 18m as referred in Figure 2D). The associated GPR data set is composed of N = 743 first-arrival travel times. In addition, as inversion results are sensitive to the density of the measured raypaths, the plotted posterior realizations are restrained to a depth range between 11 and 17 m, which we refer to as the zone of interest.

The forward model \( g \) is a composition of two functions \( g = f \cdot s \), producing data simulations \( g(m) \). First, a slowness field \( s \) is computed from the model parameters \( m \). Second, a geophysical forward solver \( f \) is used to transform the experimental design and the slowness field into travel times. The slowness field \( s \) is computed in two steps. Step 1 converts the model parameters \( m \), composed of a porosity field \( \Phi \), a cementation factor \( m \), the rock matrix dielectric constant \( k_r \), and the water dielectric constant \( k_w \), into an effective dielectric constant \( k_{eff} \) using the relation by Pride [1994].

### Table 1. Global Geostatistical Analysis of Porosity at the BHRS by Barrash and Clemo [2002]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>% Porosity Mean</th>
<th>Porosity Variance</th>
<th>Variogram Model Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Porosity Mean</td>
<td>Porosity Variance</td>
<td>Direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>0.00429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\[
\kappa_{\text{eff}} = \Phi^m \left( \kappa_w + (\Phi^{-m} - 1) \kappa_1 \right).
\]

Step 2 computes the slowness field \( s \) with equation (6)
\[
s = \frac{\sqrt{\kappa_{\text{eff}}}}{c},
\]
where \( c \) is the speed of light in a vacuum. The corresponding first-arrival travel times are computed with \( f \) [Podvin and Lecomte, 1991], over the depth between 10 and 18 m, by solving the Eikonal equation with emitter-receiver positions following the same experimental design as for the field data acquisition. The grid-resolution is set to 0.1 m. This leads to a 39 × 79 grid for the posterior realizations. The zone of interest is limited to a 39 × 60 grid.

4. Building a Compatible Prior Scenario

In this section, we address the issue of defining a TI and ranges of petrophysical parameters, and setting algorithmic parameters such that (1) the Markov chain converges to a data misfit that is in agreement with the expected noise characteristics and (2) the type of structures found in the TI are largely preserved in the sampled posterior realizations.

Ideally, the prior contains only what is truly known (nothing more, nothing less) about a site prior to considering the available data. In actual subsurface investigations, this is often very difficult in high parameter dimensions and the only viable approach (in our view) is to define alternative prior scenarios. In the present work, our focus is to present one of the first field-based MPS inversions and to contrast the results obtained by two fundamentally different conceptions of the subsurface structure (i.e., very different priors). The prior scenario is qualified as compatible when the spatial structure characteristics of the prior are propagated into the posterior and when the field observations and data are honored.

4.1. Designing Porosity TIs of the BHRS

When considering geological properties to invert for, the prior and especially the TI (Figure 1A) should be consistent with the geological knowledge of the site under consideration, as well as with the data to match. The TI can be derived from outcrop photography (Figure 2C) or remote sensing data [Bayer et al., 2015; Dickson et al., 2015], drawn by a geologist, issued from object-based models [Deutsch and Tran, 2002], process-based models [Pyrcz et al., 2009], physics-based models [Davy and Lague, 2009], or pseudo-genetic models [Pirot et al., 2015a]. The TI should ideally have a much larger size than the model domain. In case the TI is too small, various techniques exist to enrich it [Comunian et al., 2012; Rezaee et al., 2015].

The first step in TI model building consists in defining one or several alternative geological conceptual models. Here we introduce two porosity TIs that are in accordance with available porosity data at the BHRS. The first TI relies exclusively on the analysis by Barrash and Clemo [2002] and depicts the porosity field as a multi-Gaussian random field. The second TI exploits the outcrop information, as well as the first and second moments of the porosity distribution at the BHRS. We expect that the posterior samples obtained from this model will look geologically more realistic than those obtained by the first TI. In what follows, the TIs have the same grid-resolution as the modeled domain: 0.1 m × 0.1 m.

4.1.1. Multi-Gaussian TI

From the detailed geostatistical analysis of the porosity field at the BHRS [Barrash and Clemo, 2002], we use the first level variogram model parameters (Table 1) to generate a 250 m × 250 m multi-Gaussian simulation that defines the standard score spatial structure of the porosity field, denoted by \( S \). \( S \) is characterized by a zero mean \( \mu_S = 0 \) and a standard deviation \( \sigma_S = 1 \). The porosity TI is then obtained by applying a lognormal transformation \( \Phi_{\text{log}} = \exp(S \times 0.22361 - 1.579) \), which corresponds to the lognormal distribution of the porosity that is depicted in Figure 2B. A fraction (711 px × 372 px) of the resulting multi-Gaussian TI is displayed in Figure 3A.

4.1.2. From Outcrop Photograph to TI

The main idea behind interpreting an outcrop picture (Figure 2C) as a porosity TI is based on the supposed correlation between the gray-scale values of the photograph and the grain size [Hinz and Bradford, 2010]. Indeed, finer grains that form sand lenses appear whiter than cobbles that form the matrix. Then the identified sand lenses can be assigned the porosity mean and standard deviation computed by Barrash and...
For the sand unit 5, and the matrix porosity mean and standard deviation are adjusted accordingly such that the global porosity mean and standard deviation match those computed by Barrash and Clemo [2002]. However, one should be aware that the relationship between the gray scale and the porosity might not be linear. In addition, the nonuniform brightness over the picture needs to be corrected and the resolution of the picture has to be adapted to fit the resolution of the simulation grid.

To account for these considerations, we apply the following processing steps to build a porosity TI (Figure 3C) from the high-resolution outcrop picture:

1. Filter out the effect of nonuniform exposure by subtracting the moving average of the original gray-scale picture over a 1\texttimes{}66 m$^3$1\texttimes{}66 m window which corresponds to a 200 px$\times$200 px window at the original resolution.

2. Upscale the filtered image from a 0.0083 m resolution to a 0.1 m resolution by arithmetic averaging.

3. Manually classify the filtered upscaled porosity image into sand and matrix facies (Figure 3B).

4. Compute the matrix porosity mean $\bar{\phi}_M = \frac{\phi_M + ps \times \phi_S}{1 - ps}$ and standard deviation $\sigma_M = \sqrt{\frac{ps \times (1 - ps) \times \sigma^2_S + (1 - ps) \times \sigma^2_M - ps \times (1 - ps) \times \phi_S \times \phi_M}{1 - ps}}$ given the sand proportion $ps$, porosity mean $\phi_S$ and standard deviation $\sigma_S$ and the overall porosity mean $\bar{\phi}_S$ and standard deviation $\sigma_S$.

5. Transform the gray-scale image into a porosity TI $\Phi_{\text{outcrop}}$ (Figure 3C) by rescaling linearly the gray-scale values within each lithological facies with the corresponding porosity mean and standard deviation.

### 4.2. Adaptations of the Graph Cut Inversion Algorithm

When applying the graph cut inversion algorithm proposed by Zahner et al. [2016] to real data, we found that four refinements were needed to preserve the structures defined in the TIs along the sampling process.
1. The first adaptation is the introduction of a cutting threshold \( \delta_{th} \). In the original algorithm, the terminals (source and sink) are defined as regions where the differences \( \delta \) are greater than \( \delta_{th} = \bar{\delta} \), the mean of the differences \( \delta \). The choice of \( \delta_{th} \) influences the definition of the terminals, and hence also the cut and the model proposal \( m_{prop} \). Too high values of \( \delta_{th} \) can lead to poor cuts through regions where there is a large overlap error. In such cases, after many iterations, the propagation of bad cuts can produce posterior realizations of poor quality, with visible sharp artifacts and contrasts as illustrated in Figure 4, which break the coherence of the structures defined in the TI. In what follows, we define \( \delta_{th} \in [0, 100] \) as a percentage of \( \max(\delta) \).

2. The second adaptation consists in accounting for the anisotropy \( r \) that is present in the TI in the cutting cost function. This is done to prevent cutting through high \( \delta \) values. Boykov et al. [2001] and Zahner et al. [2016] consider an isotropic (\( r = 1 \)) cutting cost that is only related to the length of the cut and to the cost image \( \delta \). We propose to weight the vertical cutting cost \( c_v \) by the anisotropy ratio compared to the horizontal cutting cost \( c_h \): \( c_v = r \times c_h \), where \( c_h \) is defined between cells \( j \) and \( k \) as \( c_h = \delta_j + \delta_k \) (for more details, see Zahner et al. [2016]). The effect of the anisotropy ratio \( r \) on posterior realizations is illustrated in Figure 4, jointly with the effect of \( \delta_{th} \). For \( r = 1 \), artifacts in the posterior realizations appears for \( \delta_{th} \geq 21\% \), while with \( r = 3.4 \) they start to appear at \( \delta_{th} \geq 30\% \). It shows that the use of this parameter reduces sharp cuts and broadens the range of \( \delta_{th} \) for which the posterior realizations are visually close to the TI.

3. The third adaptation is related to issues caused by overlapping property distributions in the TI and does not concern the multi-Gaussian TI. In the outcrop-derived TI, the porosity distribution of the sand lenses and the cobble dominated matrix are overlapping. This implies that the GPR data might be explained by the cobble dominated matrix only, and it is possible to obtain posterior realizations without any sand lenses. To better understand why this happens, let us consider the equivalent velocity that corresponds to the velocity of an homogeneous medium for which the travel time residuals are centered on zero. This equivalent velocity is centered on the velocity distribution of the matrix rather than on the velocity distribution of the sand lenses. Consequently, sand lenses are likely to disappear in the sampling of the
posterior. As we aim not to fit our observations with random noise but rather with realistic geological structures, we introduce a hard constrain in the proposal mechanism to ensure that the sand facies proportion must be above 2% in the zone of interest. In practice, this implies that the proposal step (line 6 of Algorithm 1) is repeated until this condition is satisfied. Of course, this requires the ability to differentiate facies in the TI.

4. The last adaptation is related to the inversion of petrophysical parameters and the mean deviation of the observational noise in addition to the porosity field. For a sandy gravel aquifer, we assume a uniform prior for $m \in [1.3; 1.8]$ [Lesmes and Friedman, 2005] and $\kappa_r \in [3; 6]$ and a known dielectric constant for water $\kappa_w = 81$ [Daniels, 1996]. The prior of the mean deviation of the observational noise is considered uniform with $\sigma_z \in [0.2; 0.8]$ ns [Hansen et al., 2014]. To invert for $m, \kappa_r,$ and $\sigma_z$ in addition to the porosity field (four variables in total), the proposal step is enriched as follows. The number of variables to update is randomly drawn. The probability used to update 1, 2, 3, or 4 variables is respectively 0.66, 0.19, 0.10, or 0.05. The variables to update are randomly drawn according to their update probability. The probability to update the porosity field is set to 0.7, while the remaining variables have a probability of 0.1 each. When $m, \kappa_r,$ or $\sigma_z$ are updated, the proposed value is drawn from a Gaussian proposal distribution that is centered on the current value and with a standard deviation of respectively 1/50, 1/50, and 1/30 of their prior width. Folding is used to stay within prior boundaries.

4.3. Precalibration of Algorithmic Settings

We assess the anisotropy ratio $r_z$ directly from the TI and calibrate the cutting threshold $\delta_{th}$ by running preliminary MCMC chains and performing a sensitivity analysis. Our aim is to enhance convergence by targeting a suitable log likelihood, acceptance rate and a mean update size of the porosity field around $20 \pm 10\%$ of the model size, while preserving geological structures as defined in the TI.

The anisotropy ratio is simply computed after the TI characteristic length scales. For the multi-Gaussian TI, the anisotropy ratio is computed from the characteristic length scales provided by Barrash and Clemo [2002]: $r_z^{MGs} = \frac{C_3}{C_1} = 3.4$. Regarding the outcrop derived TI, it is computed as the ratio of the mean length of sand lenses over their mean thickness $r_z^{outcrop} = 9.2$.

The cutting threshold $\delta_{th}$ influences the quality of the MPS model proposal, as explained in section 4.2. Over several iterations, it might lead to deteriorated structures that are markedly different than those in the TI. As $\delta$ strongly depends on the structures and contrasts present in the TI, $\delta_{th}$ cannot be universally defined as a fixed proportion of the maximum value of $\delta$. Therefore, a sensitivity analysis of $\delta_{th}$ on the resulting mean log likelihood, mean update size, and acceptance rate is performed (Figure A1). It results in $\delta_{th} = 11\%$ for the multi-Gaussian TI and of $\delta_{th} = 26\%$ for the outcrop-derived TI. More details about the suggested calibration approach are given in Appendix A.

5. Results

After implementing our proposed modifications to the algorithm by Zahner et al. [2016], the graph cut algorithm was run for $n_{chains} = 20$ chains of length $2n=2 \cdot 10^6$ iterations for both TIs defined in section 4.1. Each chain run required 16 h of single CPU time on one processor. In what follows, the posterior distribution shown is limited to the second half of each chain. The convergence of the chains is quantified using the Gelman-Rubin statistic $R$ [Gelman and Rubin, 1992].

For both TIs, the mean of the $10^6$ posterior realizations over the second half of each chain and over all chains are in agreement with the deterministic inversion results (Figure 5). Two zones of higher porosities can be identified around depths of $z = 12.7$ m (though less obvious for the posterior mean obtained using the outcrop-derived TI) and $z = 15.3$ m. These results are coherent with those obtained by Dafflon and Barrash [2012]. The mean of the posterior in the multi-Gaussian case is smooth and porosity values are comprised between 0.19 and 0.30, while in the outcrop-derived TI case, porosity values are comprised between 0.18 and 0.35. The standard deviation of the posterior porosity field derived from the multi-Gaussian TI (Figure 5D) is rather homogeneous. On the contrary, the standard deviation of the posterior porosity field obtained with the outcrop-derived TI (Figure 5E) is heterogeneous. There is less variability in the gravel matrix and more at the possible location of sand lenses and on the border of the domain. The likelihood ratio $\Lambda$ of the scenario based on a multi-Gaussian field TI (MGS) over the scenario based on a outcrop-
derived TI (OUT) is computed as \[ K = \frac{\mu_{\text{MGS}}}{d} L \] where \( \mu \) denotes the chain, 10^6 denotes the posterior realization in the related chain and \( L \) denotes the likelihood.

Detailed results and convergence analysis are shown in Figure 6 for the posterior sampling based on the multi-Gaussian TI. The posterior realizations are bimodal and reveal similar locations for zones of high porosities, while variations between realizations are present at smaller scales. One mode, illustrated by chain 1, is characterized by \( m = 1.6 \), \( \kappa_s = 5 \) and a porosity field comprised in [0.25; 0.38]. The second mode, illustrated by chain 2, is characterized by \( m = 1.3 \), \( \kappa_s = 6 \) and a porosity field comprised in [0.11; 0.22]. These posterior distribution modes can be compared with the uniform prior for \( m \), with the [3; 6] uniform prior for \( \kappa_s \) and with the initial porosity range [0.05; 0.45] defined in the TI. Within each chain, the variability is rather homogeneous. The weighted mean absolute error (WMAE, equation (7)) is computed as

\[
WMAE = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{|e_i|}{\sigma_i}
\]

where \( e_i \) denotes an observation and \( \sigma_i \) the measurement error, stabilizes around 1 after 10^5 iterations already and independently from the mode. MCMC chains convergence is commonly accepted when the Gelman-Rubin statistic \( R \) is below 1.2. As \( R > 1.2 \), there is no convergence of the porosity fields, of \( m \) and \( \kappa_s \) for chains of length \( 2n=2 \cdot 10^6 \). The Gelman-Rubin statistic \( R \) even increases strongly from \( 10^6 \) to \( 2 \cdot 10^6 \).
steps, due to independent convergence of the 20 chains to a local mode. There is convergence only for the data measurement error standard deviation $\sigma$, whose posterior distribution looks Gaussian and is centered around 0.3 ns. The acceptance rate is 7%.

Detailed results and convergence analysis are shown in Figure 7 for the posterior sampling based on the outcrop-derived TI. Sand lenses are present at slightly different locations and with different shapes when we compare realizations of different chains. The standard deviation of the porosity is higher across the sand lenses and close to the boreholes. The range of the porosity $0.15; 0.49$ defined in the TI (Figure 3C) is rather well preserved in the posterior $0.15; 0.49$. The WMAE stabilizes around 1 after $10^5$ iterations. The Gelman-Rubin statistic $R$ decreases for the porosity field realizations as well as for the petrophysical parameters but convergence is not yet achieved as $R > 1.2$. However, the posterior distribution of $m$ converges toward a lognormal distribution centered around 1.3, the posterior distribution of $\kappa$ converges toward a lognormal distribution centered around 3.25 and the posterior distribution of $\sigma$ converges toward a lognormal distribution centered around 0.5 ns. The acceptance rate is 7%.

6. Discussion

After appropriate modifications, we find that the first field-based demonstration of the graph cut inversion introduced by Zahner et al. [2016] is overall a success. First, the method is able to produce posterior
structures that are in agreement with the TI and that fit the observational data, jointly with the inversion of the petrophysical parameters and the data measurement error standard deviation. Second, the main features of the porosity field are properly retrieved and consistent (1) with inversion results obtained with other methods such as smoothness-constrained deterministic inversion [Irving et al., 2007] or based on simulated annealing [Dafflon and Barrash, 2012] and (2) with porosity logs [Dafflon and Barrash, 2012]. We argue that this is a significant step forward as there are very few successful field applications of MPS-based inversions [Linde et al., 2015a]. This inversion method is valuable when the prior cannot be stated in an explicit mathematical form such as multi-Gaussian random fields (for these cases, there exists much faster alternatives) but can be generated from a TI. Obviously, the global computational time of the algorithm also relies strongly on the efficiency of the forward model calculations.

The important algorithmic speedup (by a factor 40 according to Zahner et al. [2016]) with respect to previously presented alternatives (e.g., iterative spatial re-sampling [Mariethoz et al., 2010a]) is balanced by a slow or limited convergence when applying the method to field data. Indeed, when using the multi-Gaussian TI, the joint inversion for the porosity field with measurement error and petrophysical parameters does not converge because individual chains are exploring individual posterior modes. A computation of the Gelman-Rubin statistic on the velocity field, which results from the combination of the porosity field with the petrophysical parameters, shows convergence for chains of length $2 \cdot 10^6$. This bimodal posterior is
the combined result of unimodal chains. A thinner prior range would allow removing the less common
tones that correspond to a rather unlikely combination of \( m = 1.8 \) and \( k_i = 3 \). However, these results
obtained with a wide prior illustrate the practical challenges of high-dimensional MCMC for real data sets.

When considering a predetermined measurement error (\( \sigma = 0.5 \) ns) and petrophysical parameters
\( (m = 1.48, j_s = 6) \), the graph cut inversion using the multi-Gaussian TI converges quickly, already after
\( 10^5 \) MCMC steps (see Figure 8). The intrinsic variability of the posterior realizations in a chain is similar to
the variability of the posterior realizations between different chains, which leads to Gelman-Rubin statistics
below 1.2. The posterior realizations fit well the measured geophysical data as the WMAE stabilizes around
0.76. This example illustrates how well-determined petrophysical parameters can facilitate convergence.

In the case of the outcrop-derived TI, when inverting for the porosity field, the measurement error and the
petrophysical parameters, the Gelman-Rubin statistic does not indicate convergence of the algorithm after
\( 2 \cdot 10^6 \) iterations, but the convergence is better than in the multi-Gaussian case. The posterior of the mea-
surement error and petrophysical parameters present a unique posterior mode. The data measurement
error standard deviation posterior is higher than in the multi-Gaussian case because maintaining a much
higher porosity contrast throughout the posterior is much more constraining. Nevertheless, the inversion
results present realistic spatial structures of the porosity field, in conformity with the TI. Moreover, the
porosity range derived from the analysis performed by Barrash and Clemo [2002] is better preserved in the
posterior than for the multi-Gaussian TI. In addition, the relatively small size of the TI appears sufficient to
adequately fit the data and provide a posterior in agreement with the prior structures. These advantages
make the inversion results for the outcrop-based TI more efficient and geologically more realistic.

The slow convergence in the case of the outcrop-derived TI is not due to the small size of the TI. Using larg-
er TIs built from truncated ellipsoids and presenting similar lense structures as in the outcrop did not
improve the inversion or the convergence results. The slow convergence manifests itself in that the intrinsic
variability of the chain is smaller than the variability between the chains. The cause of this is related to the
sharp and strong contrasts of the sand and matrix properties that result in a complex likelihood surface that

Figure 8. Posterior realizations over two chains of length \( 10^6 \) and convergence analysis over 20 chains of length \( 10^6 \) with \( m = 1.48, j_s = 6 \), and \( \sigma = 0.5 \) ns for the multi-Gaussian training image: (A–D) posterior realizations for chain 1, (E) posterior mean for chain 1 and (F) posterior standard deviation for chain 1; (G–J) posterior realizations for chain 2, (K) posterior mean for chain 2 and (L) posterior standard deviation for chain 2; (M–O) Gelman-Rubin statistics for various chain lengths (M) \( 2n = 62500 \), (N) \( 2n = 125000 \), (O) \( 2n = 250000 \); (P) WMAE for the second half of the 20 chains.
is difficult to sample [Laloy et al., 2016]. Indeed, once the posterior has been located (i.e., the data are ade-
quately fitted), it is highly unlikely that large geometrical rearrangements of the proposed model will be
accepted. This is also the underlying reason for the bimodal posterior of the multi-Gaussian case.

From a more pragmatic perspective, the slow convergence when using the outcrop-derived TI might not be
a real issue: from a visual perspective, the sand lenses are approximately located at the same place. As the
WMAE quickly stabilizes after $10^5$ iterations, a more practically oriented nonformal approach to sample a
larger range of posterior realizations might be to run many chains and stop the chains as soon as the WMAE
gets below a user-defined threshold. Another approach to increase the intrinsic variability of the chains and
to improve the convergence would be to continue the sampling of the posterior with a classical iterative
genstatistical resampling technique [Mariethoz et al., 2010a; Hansen et al., 2012] once the WMAE falls below
some threshold; the large scale structures would be put in place by the graph cut algorithm, and smaller-
scale features would be updated iteratively using a geostatistical simulation method such as direct sampling
[Mariethoz et al., 2010b]. Another possibility to improve convergence in both cases could be to reinforce the
possibility to jump from one mode to another one by allowing the chains to communicate [Vrugt et al.,
2009].

More generally, when using MPS-based methods, the choice of the TI strongly influences the results of the
algorithm. Ideally, the modeler should generate multiple prior scenarii that cover the prior knowledge
uncertainty such as different geological features or parameter distributions [Pirot et al., 2015b]. The scarcity
of field data can be compensated by the use of analog data to define elements of the prior. For the pro-
posed algorithm, the prior is an ensemble of realizations that are generated by the algorithm when setting
the likelihood to unity: it depends on the choice of both the TI and the graph cut parameters (cutting
threshold and anisotropy ratio). Here two prior model scenarii were proposed. A very rough approach to model (scenario) comparison is to compute likelihood ratios. In the presented
field application, we obtain an extremely high ratio of $\Lambda = 4 \cdot 10^{12}$ in favor of the prior scenario based on a
multi-Gaussian derived TI. However, it does not consider the realistic aspect of spatial geological structures and
the risk of fitting observation noise or model simulation errors. Theoretically solid model comparison uses the Bayes factor [Kass and Raftery, 1995], but its computation, by Monte Carlo estimation is very expen-
sive. Schöninger et al. [2014] show that results obtained by popular information criteria that account for model complexity (e.g., Bayesian information criterion) are often unreliable though computationally fast. Unfortunately, theoretically consistent brute force Monte Carlo requires a very large number of samples and it often fails in high dimensional problems [Brunetti and Linde, 2016]. Other, more efficient methods for evi-
dence estimation are currently not applicable for MPS problems. Evidence estimation without an explicit prior model is a research path worth exploring.

In the presented application, forward modeling errors are not considered. Such errors might be due to grid
resolution, numerical errors, the assumption of homogeneous petrophysical parameters, or the approxim-
tation made in deriving the physical model. In the presented application, the first arrival travel times are simu-
lated using a high-frequency approximation. By considering full waveform modeling results as exempt of
modeling error, Hansen et al. [2014] showed that high-frequency approximations present a negative bias up
to 3 times the magnitude of measurement errors in highly contrasted binary medium. Using full waveform
modeling in the inversion algorithm would reduce the modeling error but would strongly increase the com-
putation costs. Presently, it is not quite clear which assumption could be made about modeling errors to
estimate and how to best integrate them in the inversion procedure. It offers perspectives for future
research.

While this study focuses on 2-D inversion, we believe there is a real potential for extending it to 3-D real-
case hydrogeological applications. Recently, the graph cut technique has been adapted successfully to pro-
duce 3-D geostatistical realizations from 3-D TI while honoring point data conditioning [Li et al., 2016]. The
next step is clearly to consider 3-D inversion. Given the computational efficiency of the technique (with respect to other MPS techniques), the expansion to 3-D aquifer characterization data [Doetsch et al., 2010;
Cardiff et al., 2013a], the availability of fast forward models [Podvin and Lecomte, 1991; Bakhos et al., 2014],
the available knowledge and tools to build geologically realistic TIs [Comunian et al., 2012; Rezaee et al.,
2015] suggest that the extension of the proposed method to 3-D applications is possible, albeit challenging.
7. Conclusions

The first field application of probabilistic inversion with model proposals based on graph cuts is rather successful, in terms of preservation of geological realism when using an outcrop-derived TI and in terms of data fit and acceptance rate for two types of conceptual models. Several small adaptations of the original.
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Figure A1. Calibration function for the cutting threshold $d_{th}$ based on MCMC chains of length $10^5$ using the (A, C, E, G) multi-Gaussian TI and the (B, D, F, H) outcrop-derived TI; dashed lines represent normalized indicators; (A, B) original and normalized mean log likelihood as a function of $d_{th}$; (C, D) mean update size and normalized criteria related to the mean update size conformity as a function of $d_{th}$; (E, F) acceptance rate as a function of $d_{th}$; (G, H) score of the calibration criteria as a function of $d_{th}$.
A graph cut inversion algorithm were needed to ensure high-quality MPS cuts, to preserve various classes of geological objects with overlapping properties in the posterior and to improve the posterior realizations. The algorithm works well even in the presence of a small TI. Strong property contrasts or a too wide prior reinforce local exploration by the chains, which slows the convergence of the algorithm. A future venue for future research is to develop a hybrid method combining this approach with slower methods based on iterative geostatistical resampling. Extensions to 3-D applications, full waveform modeling, hydrogeological data and joint inversion will be investigated in the future.

## Appendix A

### A1. A Suggested Approach to Calibrate the Cutting Threshold Parameter

To define an appropriate calibration function to determine $\delta_0$, we rely on three normalized indicators computed for various values of $\delta_0$ from MCMC chains of length $10^5$ (Figure A1). From the mean log likelihood $\bar{llh}$ is computed the first indicator: the normalized mean log likelihood $\bar{llh}_{0,1} = \frac{\bar{llh} - \min(\bar{llh})}{\max(\bar{llh}) - \min(\bar{llh})}$ (Figures A1A and A1B). The second is the normalized update size conformity indicator usc (Figures A1C and A1D) that reflects targeting a mean update size of the porosity field around $20 \pm 10\%$ of the model size. It is computed as $\text{usc} = \frac{1 - 0.2 \text{usc}_{0.2}}{0.2} \times \frac{\text{us}_0}{0.1}$, where $\text{us}_0$ is the mean update size expressed as a percentage of the model size and $I$ is the indicator function. The third is the normalized acceptance rate $\alpha_{0,1}$ (Figures 1E and A1F), computed as $\alpha_{0,1} = \frac{\min(\alpha_{0.25}) - \min(\alpha_{0.25})}{\max(\alpha_{0.25}) - \min(\alpha_{0.25})}$, where $\alpha$ denotes the acceptance rate computed over the second half of the $10^5$ length chains. Acceptance rate over $25\%$ are penalised because experience showed it did not favor convergence. The calibration function (score) is the product of these three normalized indicators (Figures A1G and A1H). The $\delta_0$ used in subsequent inversions is defined as the maximum score and the retained maximal value.
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